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to issue 5 of the Lancunion. Apologies for the delay in this issue

reaching print but we have been exceptionally busy over recent weeks with issues

surrounding the Privatisation agenda as well as a seeming surge in disciplinary and potential

disciplinary hearings.

Members attending the AGM recently were informed of Unison fears that the numbers of

suspensions and disciplinary issues in all trusts covered by our branch seemed to be on the

increase. Lancashire had fortunately not been caught up in this spiral at the time and

hopefully won’t be going forward. That said however there does appear to have been a

significant increase in hearings in Lancashire recently. One can only wonder if this is due

to the privatisation agenda and a new harder edge in HR policy because of this. That said

there have been no recent amendments to HR policies recently, so such an increase in

hearings cannot really be put down to this.

The increase in hearings may relate to dips in performance and/or conduct of members, who

are currently totally demoralised by the seeming uncaring march of the organisation

towards an uncertain future. Whilst this may be an issue, the continued levels of team

performance across Lancashire and the achievement of almost every objective that is set

would appear to discount this. Who knows what the reasons for the surge are?

Suffice to say Unison will continue to represent members throughout the no doubt difficult

times ahead and campaign for a caring and supporting organisation for both staff and

offender.

Neal Brookes and Helen Ementon

Lancashire Stewards

Welcome



Following on from recent

meetings we are pleased to

report that management

have confirmed that all

people currently involved

in the Probation

Qualification Framework,

will be supported to the end

of their qualifying period.

This had been a major

concern for people already

on the pathway given the

Governments insistence

that Probation Privatisation

should be in place by 2015.

While the recent assurances

on support until

qualification are welcomed,

there are still no guarantees

of future employment for

qualifiers as Probation

Officers either as part of the

public or private companies

the Government envisage

delivering probation. The

good news remains

however that at least those

involved will be able to

achieve qualification.

to increase educational

/vocational training

opportunities for all as part of

the learning agenda.

Members will have seen

recently that the opportunity

to attain NVQ3

qualifications has been

offered to PB2 and PB3 staff

across Lancashire. This is a

shared objective for both

LPT management and unions

as we look to up skill our

workforce. In the event that

we are unable to stop the

Government juggernaut

toward privatisation, it is

essential that all our

members possess as many

qualifications as possible.

NVQs are not only a

statement of competency to

undertake your existing role,

they are an indicator to

whoever cares to ask of your

potential skill set. Clearly we

would argue that our staff

are best qualified to retain

probation work and deliver a

service to our local

communities. If we are all

suitably qualified , that gives

us a massive edge on any

potential competitors for

employment.

If you have not already

achieved a qualification

please take the latest

opportunity to update and

PROVE your skill set. In the

coming months Unison, in

conjunction with NAPO and

management will be looking

Unison have recently

approached the Blackpool

Fylde and Wyre Credit

Union to enable members to

save and arrange loans at

rates better than most

commercial lenders and

certainly better than those

offered by pay day loan

companies. In these times of

increasing financial pressure

on members finances, Credit

Unions offer an opportunity

to make the most of your

finances without losing an

arm or a leg to an

unscrupulous lender.

Members savings would be

guaranteed just as if they

were deposited in a high

street bank. There is also the

opportunity to open Xmas

accounts specifically to ease

financial pressure later in

the year. Negotiations are at

an early stage but we are

nevertheless hopeful of

achieving our objective. The

current catchment area for

the credit union is all those

members who live and/or

work in the FY1 – FY8 and

the PR1 – PR5 postcode

areas.



.Hopefully this will

include many of our

existing members. At the

time of writing we are

waiting further contact

from the Credit Union as

we are seeking to enable

all Probation staff across

Lancashire to access the

facility. Once the

membership criteria are

confirmed we will seek

the assistance of LPT

management in allowing

a payroll deduction

arrangement to allow

members to save and

repay loans direct from

their salaries each month

rather than via postal

payments. Watch this

space for future

information..............

If you are not already a

member and would like

to join Unison then

please complete the form

overleaf and return to

either Neal Brookes at

the address given or to

Helen Ementon at

Blackpool Probation

office at Avroe Crescent

Unison are becoming

increasingly aware in

Lancashire, of management’s

seeming ignorance of existing

policies and agreements.

Fortunately at a recent Union

/Management forum it was

confirmed that the policies

documented on Phoenix for all

to see are the ones that we

must all operate under. .

Members are urged to

familiarise themselves with

them all (particularly those on

social media) in order to avoid

any further escalation in

disciplinary hearings or

arguments about HR

interpretation. We have no

doubt that if a brave new

world is forced upon us all,

these policies that form part of

all of our terms and conditions

will be under even more

pressure than they appear to be

now.

question?) and 85% said

they were prepared to back

that opposition up with

industrial action if

necessary. Surely the

Government must listen to

the evidence of the survey

and the level of opposition

before it is to late?

..............Lets hope so.

Somebody once said that a

picture can paint a thousand

words – well that’s OK if you

can draw!!!!!!!!!!!!

If you can draw cartoons or

can help us to include

illustrations in future issues we

would love to hear from you.

We would also welcome input

from members, so please get

in touch with Neal or Helen

That’s all for this

month...............

We know we said that

Privatisation issues would

be dealt with via other

media while Lancunion

concentrates on ongoing

issues but it would be wrong

not to mention the

overwhelming response

from members to the recent

survey against privatisation.

99% of those surveyed

oppose the proposals to

privatise the service (did 1%

of members misread the




